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LOCATION
The Ossabaw Facility Sites at ASREC do not have their own physical mailing address. There is a mailbox for
the Ossabaw Sites located at the main Purdue ASREC office. This address is:
5675 W. 600 North
West Lafayette, IN 47906
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BIOSECURITY
The sign below is posted on all 3 modular units of the Ossabaw Swine Facility. Rules on the follow 3 pages
are also posted and must be adhered to rigidly.

Signage
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BIOSECURITY

Biosecurity Policies for Ossabaw Swine Facility Located at Purdue
ASREC
(Non-LARC Employee/Visitor Version)
No contact with any other pigs, dead or alive within 72 hrs. Less time is allowed if
authorized by Dr. Sturek.
Contact is defined as sharing the same air space as pigs. This includes, but is not limited to: all Purdue
facilities housing pigs (living or dead), all IU LARC facilities housing pigs (living or dead), all MRI facilities
housing pigs (living or dead), commercial hog farms, meat processing plants, sale barns, fairgrounds, & pet
pigs.
In the event one has been to a foreign country, a period of three (3) days back in the United States will be
required prior to allowing entry into livestock units. Less time is allowed if authorized by Drs. Sturek or Alloosh.

All persons wishing to enter facility MUST change into farm provided clothes
and boots prior to being admitted.
This consists either of coveralls and muck boots or Tyvek suits, which are available at the Ossabaw Swine
Facility. Persons include staff, veterinarians, inspectors, maintenance personnel, delivery drivers, media,
students - EVERYONE. Size of groups admitted into the buildings may be limited based on available farm
clothing. In this case, admittance would be done in smaller groups. ANYONE who wishes to enter this facility,
even if just for a few seconds, must wear farm provided clothing.

Mandatory Traffic Pattern
Until such time as showers are present at both Ossabaw Swine Facility sites, all visits are to begin at Site 1
(breeding, gestation, farrowing), where all necessary activities will take place PRIOR to moving to site 2 (wean
to finish/experiments). Upon entry to site 2 buildings, no individual is allowed to reenter site 1 buildings
(without first showering) FOR ANY REASON. Prior to returning to site 1 buildings, shower and clothing
change is required.

ALL visitors must have an appointment, sign in (next page) & be able to provide
valid photo identification.
Sign in sheet includes, name, contact information, date, & purpose of visit, allowing for traceability in the event
of disease outbreak.
The only exception to these rules would be in the event of a fire, where suited firemen would be allowed entry
to extinguish the fire. NO OTHER EXCEPTIONS!!
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Biosecurity Agreement for Visitors to the Ossabaw Swine Facility
Located at Purdue ASREC
This document is designed to protect the health status of the breeding herd of rare Ossabaw Island Swine
owned by Indiana University and housed at Purdue University through collaborative efforts in the Comparative
Medicine Program. These animals were captured on Ossabaw Island and would be nearly impossible to
replace if a disease were to be transmitted to them via contamination of visitors from other swine sources.
If the visitor has symptoms of zoonotic diseases like influenza, salmonella, Q-fever, etc., or non-specific
symptoms of fever or chills, the visitor should not visit any of our facilities.
By signing this document, the signee agrees not to knowingly expose themselves to other swine. This includes
ownership of any swine by the signee and the signee’s immediate co-inhabitants. Swine exposure includes
direct contact, just being in swine housing area, and same air space. The signee also assures that they are not
currently raising any or keeping swine with signature on this agreement.
The direction of signee movement within our facilities is to be only from Site #1 to Site #2 to Indianapolis
Laboratory Animal Research Center (LARC) or Methodist Research Institute (MRI). Visitors cannot go from
Site #2 to Site #1.
If in the event that the signee comes into contact with swine other than Ossabaws from the Ossabaw Swine
Facility, they will take appropriate action to insure that no cross-contamination will take place. This would
include clothing change, showers, 72 hour time between exposure to other swine and the Ossabaws. Shoes
worn to our site should have not been worn in areas of other swine. If wearing different shoes is not possible,
then shoes must have been cleaned and disinfected before arrival and then again upon arrival. Less time is
allowed if authorized by Drs. Sturek or Alloosh.
The visitor also agrees to follow all biosecurity measures in place at the facility housing the animals as
designed by veterinarians and staff.
Willful violation of the terms of this agreement could result in legal action, which may lead to financial
responsibility.
Visitor:
_______________________
Printed Name

_______________________
Signature

_______________________
Date

_______________________
Phone

_____________________________________________________
Purpose of visit

Sturek Lab Representative:
_______________________
Printed Name

_______________________
Signature

_______________________
Date

_______________________
Signature

_______________________
Date

Witness:
_______________________
Printed Name
(Revised 12/1/14)

Commented [HD1]: FYI – I ran the agreements past the Dean’s
office and was advised that if Dr. Sturek wants to make signing the
agreement a condition of employment for his staff and HR is OK
with that, that is OK. However, the LARC staff will not be signing
any of these agreements (though we intend to be following the
policies).
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BIOSECURITY

Biosecurity Policies for Ossabaw Swine Facility Located at Purdue
ASREC.
(LARC’s employees Version)
No contact with pigs other than Ossabaws from the Ossabaw Swine Facility,
dead or alive within 72 hrs.
Contact is defined as sharing the same air space as pigs (living or dead). This includes, but is not limited to: all
Purdue facilities housing pigs, all IU LARC facilities housing pigs (living or dead), all MRI facilities housing pigs
(living or dead), commercial hog farms, meat processing plants, sale barns, fairgrounds, & pet pigs.
In the event one has been to a foreign country, a period of three (3) days back in the United States will be
required prior to allowing entry into livestock units. The 72 hr hog contact policy would also still apply.

All LARC employees MUST change into farm provided clothes and boots prior to
entering buildings.
This consists either of coveralls and muck boots which are provided by IUSM.

Mandatory Traffic Pattern
Until such time as showers are present at both Ossabaw Swine Facility sites, all visits are to begin at Site 1
(breeding, gestation, farrowing), where all necessary activities will take place PRIOR to moving to site 2 (wean
to finish/experiments). Upon entry to site 2 buildings, no individual is allowed to reenter site 1 buildings
(without first showering) FOR ANY REASON. Prior to returning to site 1 buildings, shower and clothing
change is required.
While animals are housed outside Ossabaw Swine Facility, all activities at the Ossabaw Swine Facilities’ sites
must be completed prior to entering any other swine facility. Accordingly, employees are not allowed to reenter
ANY Ossabaw Swine Facility prior to showering & clothing change.
In the event of trips to Indiana University School of Medicine Laboratory Animal Resource Center (IUSM
LARC) or Methodist Research Institute (MRI), plastic boots (or change of shoes not worn in farm vehicle) are
required while in the LARC and MRI facilities, and no contact with pigs other than Ossabaws from the
Ossabaw Swine Facility is allowed. Prior to returning to Ossabaw Swine Facility, shower and clothing change
is required. That is in addition to the 72 hours contact role for the employees and veterinarians.
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BIOSECURITY

Biosecurity Policies for Ossabaw Swine Facility Located at Purdue
ASREC.
(Veterinarian version)
No contact with other pigs, dead or alive within 72 hrs.
Contact is defined as sharing the same air space as pigs. This includes, but is not limited to: all Purdue
facilities housing pigs (living or dead), all IU LARC facilities housing pigs (living or dead), all MRI facilities
housing pigs (living or dead), commercial hog farms, meat processing plants, sale barns, fairgrounds, & pet
pigs.
In the event one has been to a foreign country, a period of three (3) days back in the United States will be
required prior to allowing entry into livestock units. Less time is allowed if authorized by Drs. Sturek or Alloosh.

In the event of an animal care emergency where the veterinarian has not been away from other
pigs for the 72 hr period, the veterinarian will be allowed access to the building provided they change into farm
clothing, wear rubber gloves, and wear dust masks. Dust masks are required to prevent any pathogens
harbored in the nasal passages from being directly expelled onto animals. This provides for minimal contact of
veterinarian to the animals. If possible, animal will be brought into preheat room area for evaluation by the
veterinarian.

All persons wishing to enter facility MUST change into farm provided clothes
and boots prior to being admitted. This consists either of coveralls and muck boots or Tyvek
suits, which are available at the Facility. Persons include staff, veterinarians, inspectors, maintenance
personnel, delivery drivers, media, students - EVERYONE. Size of groups admitted into the buildings may be
limited based on available farm clothing. In this case, admittance would be done in smaller groups. ANYONE
who wishes to enter this facility, even if just for a few seconds, must wear farm provided clothing.

Mandatory Traffic Pattern
Until such time as showers are present at both Ossabaw Swine Facility sites, all visits are to begin at Site 1
(breeding, gestation, farrowing), where all necessary activities will take place PRIOR to moving to site 2 (wean
to finish/experiments). Upon entry to site 2 buildings, no individual is allowed to reenter site 1 buildings
(without first showering) FOR ANY REASON. Prior to returning to site 1 buildings, shower and clothing
change is required.

ALL visitors must have an appointment, sign in (next page) & be able to provide
valid photo identification. Sign in sheet includes, name, contact information, date & purpose of visit,
allowing for traceability in the event of disease outbreak.
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BIOSECURITY

General Disease Prevention Policies
The breeding colony in the Breeder building is a closed colony, which means that NO pigs will be introduced
to the colony unless absolutely essential.
Animals entering the breeding herd must first go through a 45 day quarantine period. Animals should have
negative blood tests for all swine diseases as determined by the attending veterinarian and the PI. Some of
these disease are: Brucellosis, Pseudorabies, vesicular stomatitis, swine flu, Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea…etc.
Keep vermin (rats, mice, flies, mosquitoes, etc) to minimum.
Trailer, crates, & trailer gating will be cleaned and sanitized after each use.
Clothing provided at each site remains at that site for use there only.
Necropsies are to be performed in the event of untimely death of post-wean animals.
All animals are observed at least once daily for signs of disease, including lameness, loss of appetite, lethargy,
or sudden death.
Immediately remove dead animals from areas with living animals (either to necropsy facilities or other holding
facilities) until such time as can be necropsied.
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ALARM SYSTEM
The alarm system monitors loss of power, temperature extremes (both hot and cold), break in, & fire.
System is provided by One-Touch Security out of Lafayette, Indiana (phone 765-742-6472).
Each person with access to the buildings is assigned a unique user number and disarm code. The codes are
not listed here for security reasons.
In the event of an emergency, the emergency call system notifies several staff.
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DAILY ANIMAL CARE
1. Upon entering building, disarm security system with your personalized code.
2. Record humidity, high, and low temperatures on “Building/Unit Daily Sheet” and reset.
Procedure:
 With left hand dial set to position 12 (Current Temp), rotate right dial (adjusting knob) quickly back and
forth. Indicator lights will begin scrolling across the top of the digital readout, and the current temp
indicator will change to relative humidity. Record this number.
 Move to position 11 to record the high temperature since last reset. Reset this sensor by vigorously
rotating right dial.
 Move to position 10 and record the low temperature since last reset. Reset this sensor by vigorously
rotating the right dial.
 Turn selector knob to position 1 and then back to position 12 and leave.
3. Enter animal room and begin rinsing down all manure from all pens.
4. While rinsing each pen, make sure the waterer has water in it (shows that it is functioning) and make sure
no manure is present in waterer. If manure is present, then rinse out until water is clean and clear. NOTE:
If water is freely flowing out of the waterer (more than just a few droplets), the waterer is broken and needs
attention!
5. While rinsing, be sure to observe ALL animals for lameness, sickness, and general “off” behavior, which
would indicate a closer look is necessary.
6. After completing rinse down, return hose to holder in entry room.
7. Feed animals
See next page for feed requirements based on age, breeding status, and experimental group (lean vs.
atherogenic diet). Feed amounts may be adjusted in “Pig Rounds” meetings.
8. After feeding, record any animals not appearing normal in the comments box of the “Barn Daily Sheet.”
 Record the pig number (from ear tag) and the pen number in which the pig is housed (from building
schematics on pages 5 and 6).
 If reporting sick or injured animals in the comments box, record status of other animals in barn as “Rest
ok” in the “Animals column of daily sheet. If all animals appear normal, record as “All ok” in “Animals”
column.
9. Person(s) completing chores then need to initial in the “Tech” column.
10. Check to make sure that pilot lights in heaters are lit. If not lit, relight.
11. Provide environmental enrichment for pigs (socialize) by scratching behind their ears, head, belly, etc.
whenever possible.
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Ossabaw Feeding Regimen
Age

Days

Months

Birth
to
Wean
Up to
44
days

Amount of
Normal
Control
Feed

Maximum
Amount of
Atherogenic
Feed

Amount of
atherogenic feed
1.38 multiplied by
control feed
amount  76%
excess kcal

Type of Feed

(grams)

(grams)

(grams)

Normal Control, Lean Group

Ad Libitum
Full feed
Before
Weaning 200
g/litter
After Wean
600-1000

After Weaning
Ad Libitum
Full feed
600-1000

After Weaning
Ad Libitum
Full feed
600-1000

Lab Mini-Pig (MP) Chow® 5080
Starter Feed
33 days 75/25 MP Starter
5080/5L80

At 45

1-1/2

270

625

373

50/50 MP Starter 5080/5L80

At 60

2

300

750

414

50/50 MP Starter 5080/5L80
Taper off 5080 switching to Full
5L80
Day 75 is 25/75 5080/5L80

At 90

3

350

800

483

MP Grower 5L80

At 120

4

400

1000

552

MP Grower 5L80

At 150

5

450

1500

621-1000

MP Grower 5L80

At 180

6

500

1800

690 - 1000

MP Grower 5L80

At 210

7

550

2000

759 -1000

MP Grower 5L80

At 240

8

725
600 if Barrow
800 if Breeder

2000

828 - 1000

If in Study MP Grower 5L80
If Breeder MP Breeder 5082

725
If in Study MP Grower 5L80
600 if Barrow
2000- 3400
1000
If Breeder MP Breeder 5082
800 if Breeder
Change the amount of feed indicated upon reaching the appropriate age. Diets are Lab Diet Mini-Pig Chow®,
TestDiet®, LabDiet®, 5B4L, KT-324. PMI® Nutrition International / Purina Mills LLC, www.testdiet.com 765-9661885.
Similar to Table in Sturek M, Alloosh M, Wenzel J, Byrd JP, Edwards JM, Lloyd PG, Tune JD, March KL, Miller
MA, Mokelke EA and Brisbin IL, Jr. Ossabaw Island miniature swine: cardiometabolic syndrome assessment.
In: Swine in the Laboratory: Surgery, Anesthesia, Imaging, and Experimental Techniques, edited by Swindle
MM. Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2007, p. 397-402.
Over 8

(Revised 12/1/14)
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PERIODIC ANIMAL CARE
1. Weigh all pigs at site 2 every 2 weeks and at least once/month for pigs at site1




For pigs in Breeder and Grower:
Open the door to the pig area and lay flat scale on ground making sure that nothing is touching it.
Lift up side of scale and plug in scale head. Turn the scale on ad let it warm up for 5 minutes. Set
up gating around the sides of the scale, (but still not touching it) so the pigs will stay put. Test scale
accuracy with feed bags (1 bag = 50 lbs) or by standing on it.
For pigs in Individual Housing:
Open the door to the scale room and move large green scale in front of door, with the wheel-side
facing the door frame. Turn on scale head and let it warm up for 5 minutes. Test scale accuracy
with feed bags (1 bag = 50 lbs).

2. Distribute pigs in pens according to stocking density indicated for each pen in the Facility on pages 5 and
6.
3. Vaccinate as indicated in “Vaccination Program” designated by Dr. Ragland.
4. Make feed as needed specifically in methods files.
 Recipe sheets are located next to microwaves in feed room.
 Use white bowls for measuring out ingredients. The first time weighing out oils, overweigh by 0.010 kg
and heat soybean oil for 11 minutes in microwave. After first batch weigh out oils as per the recipe
sheet and heat soybean oil for 10 minutes in microwave.
 Wear breathing mask when weighing or mixing cholate or cholesterol.
 Put appropriate label on tub lid when finished. Include the type of feed made, the flavor, the date, and
the initials of the person who made it on the label.
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SCRAPER/PIT/SLURRY STORE OPERATION
As necessary the pit underneath the slats within the hog building will need to be drained out to make room for
further animal waste and wash water.
To empty pit:
 First turn on pump at transfer station next to the Slurrystore.


Second, run scraper one full series (down and back) by manually operating the black control switch.
(Direction switch is pointed indicates which scraper is advancing towards scraper control.) (Only in
Breeder): KEEP EYE ON SCRAPER advancing towards controls and stop it before it reaches the end
because it will fall off into the exit trough and requires partial disassembly to restore to functionality.



Once full series has been completed pull plug (white PVC pipe sticking up in corner of last pen on the left)
to allow waste to leave building.



Continue running scraper system until all waste is removed.



Once all waste is removed, turn scraper off, replace plug, and turn off transfer station pump.



DO NOT LEAVE TRANSFER STATION FULL OF WASTE!!! Waste will settle and pump will not be able to
pump the pure solids that settle around the base of the pump without manual agitation!! (NOT A FUN
JOB!!)
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PRESSURE WASH/SANITIZATION
Weekly pressure washing and sanitizing
1. Setup pressure washer for hot wash (temperature should be set above 170ºF, but below 212ºF). This will
allow for killing of all “bugs” in the area without leaving chemical residues and allows for animals to be
immediately returned.
2. Shuffle animals into empty pens or into temporary holding in the center aisle with aisle gates.
3. Pressure wash entire pen, including all gating, feeder, back wall, air duct, grating, and waterer.
4. Put animals back into pen from which they came.
Chemical Sanitization
This is to be done only in pens that will not have animals moved back into them until after the pen is allowed
PLENTY of time to dry.
1. Set up pressure washer
2. Set up chemical (currently Tek-Trol for sanitizing). Tek-Trol is corrosive and will cause chemical burns if
contact with the skin occurs. This applies to BOTH humans and pigs.
Site 1: Chemical is stored in reservoir in pressure washer.
Site 2: Chemical siphon is required.
3. Chemical regulator needs to be set at level 1 (for both machines) for proper dilution.
4. Pressure wash all gating, back walls, feeders, and waterers.
5. After washing return to pens and use CLEAN rinse water to thoroughly rinse out feeders and waterers.
6. Allow multiple hours (overnight preferred) prior to any animal being housed in chemically sanitized area.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION
The Environmental control system (ECS) is the “brain” of the building and controls all aspects of environment
except for photoperiod. It controls operations of all fans, heaters, humidistat, and temperature probes.
Most of the ECS operations should not and do not need to be changed on a regular basis.
For Complete Operational Instructions see owner’s manual for ECS-3M available from Swine Resource
supervisor.
To set temperature:
 Move to position 1 and use adjustment knob to set to desired temperature. For reference, NIH guide
recommends temperatures between 61-81ºF for adult animals. This applies to mature animals, and nonadults often require higher temperatures for maximum comfort. Animal behavior is often the best indicator
of how well the animals are doing with the current temperature.


If animals are all piled up on one another, temperature is probably too cool.



If animals are all spread out and laying for maximum exposure of body surface to air (all sprawled out with
legs not under them) temperature is probably too warm.



Do not mistake animals lying next to one another as piling up, pigs are social animals and often lay in
groups.



See “Daily Chores” section for instructions on how to record high and low temperatures, and humidity.

VACCINATION PROGRAM
See program established by Dr. Ragland.

